Mitigation-driven translocations: are we moving wildlife in the right direction?
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Despite rapid growth in the field of reintroduction biology, results from scientific research are often not applied to translocations initiated when human land-use change conflicts with the continued persistence of a species’ population at a particular site. Such mitigation-driven translocations outnumber and receive more funding than science-based conservation translocations, yet the conservation benefit of the former is unclear. Because mitigation releases are economically motivated, outcomes may be less successful than those of releases designed to serve the biological needs of species. Translocation as a regulatory tool may be ill-suited for biologically mitigating environmental damage caused by development. Evidence suggests that many mitigation-driven translocations fail, although the application of scientific principles and best practices would probably improve the success rate. Lack of transparency and failure to document outcomes also hinder efforts to understand the scope of the problem. If mitigation-driven translocations are to continue as part of the growing billion-dollar ecological consulting industry, it is imperative that the scale and effects of these releases be reported and evaluated.

The use of translocations – the human-mediated, intentional movement of living organisms from one area to another as a wildlife management tool – has risen exponentially over the past few decades (Seddon et al. 2007; IUCN/SSC 2013). Indeed, numbers of translocations are predicted to increase even more rapidly if assisted colonization is adopted as a tool for climate-change mitigation (Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2008; IUCN/SSC 2013). Although the field of reintroduction biology is moving steadily forward through the application of scientific principles (Seddon et al. 2007), many wildlife translocations have evaded academic scrutiny and have not been subject to a common set of widely accepted standards. These translocations attempt to reduce animal mortality caused by human activities (eg development), by relocating individuals away from project sites. This motive for relocating animals is quite different from need-based strategies to augment or restore animal populations through conservation-driven translocations. While the motives may differ, the techniques used and scrutiny applied should be similar (IUCN/SSC 2013). Henceforth, we refer to translocations initiated to reduce animal deaths as a result of development activities as “mitigation-driven translocations” (Panel 1). Many countries have regulatory frameworks that cover such translocations. Legal requirements, driven in part by public perception and pressure, also provide the primary funding mechanism for such activities, requiring that developers relocate protected species from affected land. This raises the question of whether such animals are simply being spared a socially unacceptable death via bulldozer only to perish out of view at a release site (eg “phased destruction”; Jackson et al. 1983), or whether the translocations are a useful tool, wisely applied to minimize the effects of humans’ actions on imperiled wildlife. We contend that mitigation-driven translocations, while well-financed, are often inappropriately executed, poorly documented, and unquestioningly used without regard to larger, more strategic conservation goals.

In a nutshell:

* The number of mitigation translocations – the movement of animals out of the path of development projects – appears to be increasing rapidly and likely far exceeds the number of conservation-driven translocations.
* Mitigation-driven translocations all too often fail to follow accepted scientific best practices and are poorly documented, providing few opportunities to apply lessons learned and to improve the conservation efficacy of similar projects in the future.
* A new approach to mitigation-driven translocations rejects “tit-for-tat” translocations as a way to mediate impacts at a development site and instead substitutes a more strategic allocation of resources in a scientifically responsible and conservation-relevant fashion.
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Scope of the issue

Mitigation-driven translocations have risen sharply over the past 10–15 years (Miller et al. 2014), perhaps more so...
than conservation-based releases, and are often generously funded. It is currently impossible to ascertain the level of investment in these activities, but the global ecological consultancy market has an estimated value of between US$1.6 billion and US$4.8 billion (Hill and Arnold 2012). Although translocations may represent only a small proportion of consultancy services, the amount spent on mitigation-driven translocations easily dwarfs that allocated to conservation-focused translocation programs carried out by government and nonprofit groups. In Australia, an estimated AU$14.14 million (US$11.85 million) has been spent on mitigation-based translocations for a single species of frog (green and golden bell frog Litoria aurea) over the past 15 years, as compared with an estimated AU$3.29 million (US$2.76 million) devoted to conservation-based translocations for all other amphibian species combined during the same time period. In the UK, the cost of mitigating development-related impacts on great crested newts (Triturus cristatus) approaches £100 000–£200 000 (US$157 000–US$314 000) per project, an order of magnitude higher than the expenditure on other conservation actions for the same species (Lewis 2012). In the US, one solar energy project expected to spend US$22 million on activities related to the translocation of Mojave desert tortoises (Gopherus agassizii) from the development site (Desmond 2012); fortunately, a monitoring plan was included in this project’s approval process. In Brazil, purportedly vast monetary sums are dedicated to relocating animals from the sites of large hydroelectric projects; such actions are legally required but essentially undocumented (Teixeira et al. 2007).

The numbers of animals moved from project sites can be astounding. In one particular case, almost 24 000 reptiles (290 adders [Vipera berus], 400 grass snakes [Natrix natrix], 17 000 common lizards [Zootoca vivipara], and 6000 slow worms [Anguis fragilis]) as well as 300 water voles (Arvicola amphibius) and over 350 great crested newts (T cristatus) were relocated for a port development project in the UK (Leggett 2011; Williams 2011). In Australia, almost 20 000 tadpoles and more than 350 post-metamorphic green and golden bell frogs were translocated to five locations as part of a single mitigation-based translocation program (McFadden et al. 2008); there are many other examples at similar or greater scales taking place. Since 1989, more than 70 000 individual gopher tortoises (Gopherus polyphemus), which are the focus of hundreds of mitigation-driven projects in the southeastern US, have been permitted for translocation in the state of Florida alone (Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission, unpublished data). The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission, one of the few government agencies worldwide that is tracking wildlife translocations, has seen a marked increase in translocation permits issued for gopher tortoises during the past 5 years (Figure 1).

**Figure 1. Gopher tortoise (Gopherus polyphemus) translocation permits issued in the US state of Florida (1989–2011). Data from Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission, courtesy of S Power and J Berish.**

**Panel 1. What is a mitigation-driven translocation?**

We use the term “mitigation-driven” to characterize translocations that are implemented in response to legislation or governmental regulation, with the intent of reducing a development project’s effects on animals or plants inhabiting the site. These translocations are therefore, by nature, reactions to immediate anthropogenic threats to species under governmental protection, such as those listed under the US Endangered Species Act. The regulatory intent is clearly to mitigate the population-level effects of the loss of individuals of the protected species and their habitat. However, we argue that the language and enforcement of these regulations often do not address this intended outcome effectively. The word mitigation is often used to describe an attempt to offset or balance out the unavoidable negative effects of a project by performing positive actions elsewhere; yet that is only one aspect of mitigation. Internationally, the Business and Biodiversity Offsets Programme recognizes a “mitigation hierarchy” that includes avoidance, minimization, rehabilitation/restoration, and offset (http://bbop.forest-trends.org/pages/mitigation_hierarchy). This hierarchy is mirrored in similar terms in environmental assessment mitigation and offset policies around the world. Regulation in the US defines mitigation as being inclusive of minimizing project impacts (US Code of Federal Regulations, Title 40, Chapter V, Part 1508, Section 1508.20, “Mitigation”). Under these regulations, translocations primarily serve as minimization (presumed reductions in the number of deaths that will occur as a direct result of the project). Without additional regulatory requirements to monitor the fate of translocated individuals, to design studies that improve translocation strategies for future attempts, and to ensure that relocated individuals contribute to the establishment of viable populations at the receiving site, the regulatory intent of mitigating population-level detrimental effects is little more than wishful thinking.
Global lack of documentation

The outcomes of mitigation-driven translocations are often poorly documented. Despite the large numbers of animals translocated from the pathway of development, little attention is paid to whether the numbers removed represent a substantial proportion of the animals actually present at the site, or whether the translocated individuals survive to establish or augment a viable population at the release site. These issues can be particularly problematic for species that are hard to detect. In the UK, for example, one study involving a cryptic species of lizard (the slow worm A fragilis) showed that the removal of more than 100 individuals did not substantially deplete the population (Platenberg and Griffiths 1999). Claims that considerable numbers of animals can be removed from sites over the course of a few days or weeks seem untenable in many cases, and may reflect issues with detectability rather than actual numerical declines.

A wider understanding of mitigation-driven translocations is currently hindered by limited access to data. Even in wealthy nations such as Australia, the UK, and the US, record-keeping for mitigation-driven translocations is almost always inadequate, inaccessible, or nearly nonexistent. In Australia, state-based governance of development proposals discourages the creation of a national registry of approved developments and their conditions of consent (to development). State-based registries keep records of only the largest approved developments, and there is no example in Australia of a systematic registry that records the details of translocations that occur in a mitigation context. In the UK, the quantity and accessibility of records depends on the protection afforded to the species. For highly protected species, there is a legal requirement to submit a report to the relevant government agency. However, enforcement of this requirement has been limited; one-half of the case studies on file lack any type of report (Edgar et al. 2005; Lewis 2012). When reports are submitted, less than 10% contain informative population monitoring data (Lewis 2012). Although the US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) issues permits for mitigation-based translocations of species protected under the US Endangered Species Act, there is no comprehensive system to track results. Furthermore, very few US state-based agencies monitor this issue, and in the rare cases when such translocations are tracked, it is often for only one or two key species (eg the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission monitoring of gopher tortoise translocations).

Determining the effectiveness of mitigation-based translocations is often complicated by the absence of governmental tracking and monitoring. Moreover, the failure of developed nations to implement best practices for documenting translocations means that there are no model systems to emulate. The United Arab Emirates, for example, is currently experiencing extremely rapid development and is requiring translocations of flora and fauna for mitigation (Gardner and Howarth 2009), but the country’s natural resource managers lack templates to follow. The utility of good record-keeping systems lies not only in documenting whether translocations are working properly, but also in evaluating the conditions and methodologies under which success is optimized. For instance, detailed record-keeping on black rhinoceros (Diceros bicornis; Figure 2) translocations by the South African governmental agencies administering a conservation-driven translocation program enabled a large, retrospective meta-analysis that identified key ecological and management factors predicting success (Linklater et al. 2011, 2012).

Poor implementation

The success rate of scientifically responsible translocations, outside the mitigation context, is approximately 26–46% (Griffith et al. 1989; Linnell et al. 1997; Germano and Bishop 2009), depending on the definition of success and the taxonomic group involved. Data for mitigation-based translocations may not exist or are difficult to obtain, either because post-release monitoring was not required or because the data are “buried” in largely inaccessible reports to regulatory agencies (but see Platenberg and Griffiths 1999; Esque et al. 2010). Yet in some cases conservation practitioners have been able to
access such data, thereby providing insights into possible success rates for this underreported class of translocations.

On the west coast of New Zealand, thousands of endangered carnivorous land snails were translocated at a cost of over NZ$2 million (US$1.56 million) in order to make way for an opencast coal mine (TerraNature 2006). While monitoring occurred during the first 18 months, the death rate of tracked snails was 30%; population models suggested that such high mortality rates would cause population collapses for this long-lived and slow-to-breed species (Morris 2010). In California, populations of several species of kangaroo rats (Dipodomys spp), involving thousands of individuals, have been relocated through mitigation-driven translocations, but until recently, most of these efforts were unsuccessful, with no individuals surviving after 1 year post-release (Shier and Swaisgood 2012). By contrast, a scientifically based translocation program, sensitive to the ecological and behavioral requirements of the species, has yielded high survival and reproductive rates and the establishment of five new populations (Shier and Swaisgood 2012). This study raised an issue that was not immediately evident to wildlife managers: namely that translocating members of solitary, aggressive species alongside familiar neighbors affects establishment and post-release fitness. Without clear empirical evidence from carefully designed experiments, this knowledge would not have found its way into management strategies for the species. Other examples of poor translocation outcomes abound, albeit without scientific conservation-driven counterparts for comparison (Panel 2).

A parallel approach to mitigation-driven translocations may be found in the welfare-motivated relocations of nuisance wildlife, which also benefit little from the latest scientific innovations in conservation-driven translocations. Although rarely documented, what studies are available typically exhibit poor success rates (Massei et al. 2010), with mortality rates as high as 97% for gray squirrels (Sciurus carolinensis; Adams et al. 2004). By contrast, Frair et al. (2007) took an experimental approach to translocating North American elk (Cervus elaphus) from areas with high levels of human–animal conflict and releasing them into areas where the elk would have conservation value, thereby avoiding the need for lethal control. In a carefully designed experiment conducted in partnership with regional governmental agencies in Canada, these authors demonstrated empirically that, somewhat unexpectedly, releasing elk into high-quality foraging areas was associated with lower survival due to increased predation. This study again underscores the important role of experimentation in translocation biology. Mitigation-driven translocations represent an excellent opportunity to test hypotheses and, over time, devise optimal protocols based on clear empirical evidence. Unfortunately, this opportunity for improving knowledge is rarely taken.

The flaws in mitigation-driven translocations cannot

Panel 2. Case studies of mitigation-driven translocations

Mitigation-driven translocations are affecting a wide range of taxonomic groups worldwide (Figure 3). Although most cases lack adequate monitoring and reporting, the large and growing number of development projects should require scientists, managers, and policy makers to assess the use of this tool and its impacts on the wildlife it is meant to protect.

(a) Burrowing owls (Athene cunicularia) are routinely subjected to “passive relocation” in North America, where the birds are evicted from their burrows as a form of mitigation to remove them from harm’s way before the land clearing begins. Although consultants are often paid lucrative fees to perform the relocation, post-release monitoring is rarely considered. It is therefore not known whether eviction ultimately leads to the same fate as being killed on site, or what effects the relocated owls might have on the social dynamics of individuals already residing at the site where they settle.

(b) In the UK, the great crested newt (Triturus cristatus) is frequently found at development sites, resulting in the licensing of hundreds of mitigation projects each year. Although millions of pounds sterling are spent on great crested newt mitigation in the UK, it is unclear whether the actions undertaken have been effective (Lewis 2012).

(c) Due to coal mining on public lands on New Zealand’s west coast, over 6500 individuals of two species of large endemic and endangered land snails (Powelliphanta spp) have been translocated over the past 10 years (Morris 2010). Several of the translocated populations have already failed. More than 800 of these snails died while temporarily taken into captivity (TerraNature 2006).

(d) In the US, several mitigation-driven translocations of the endangered Stephens’ kangaroo rat (Dipodomys stephensi) resulted in 100% mortality, while a science-based translocation program developed by testing behavioral and ecological hypotheses succeeded in establishing several reproducing populations (Shier and Swaisgood 2012).

Figure 3. Examples of species affected by mitigation translocations: (a) burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia); (b) great crested newt (Triturus cristatus); (c) land snails (Powelliphanta); (d) Stephens’ kangaroo rat (Dipodomys stephensi).
be assigned solely to poor scientific preparation, as these initiatives are subject to constraints that are absent in conservation-driven translocations. For instance, the timing of the required actions is often driven by the developer’s schedule, rather than by a sound ecological assessment of the length of time necessary to remove a population and re-establish it elsewhere. This is particularly problematic for habitat-limited but widespread species, where lack of suitable unoccupied sites within the species’ range led to releases into occupied habitat with unknown consequences for the resident and receiving populations.

### A misguided conservation strategy

While government agencies largely fail to document mitigation-driven translocations, the scientific community has likewise failed to raise this as a concern. Indeed, such activities are essentially ignored by the scientific community (though see Richard-Hansen et al. 2000; Edgar et al. 2005; Kyek et al. 2007; Esque et al. 2010; IUCN/SSC 2013). In a textbook on reintroduction biology, Seddon et al. (2012) outlined reasons for translocations; although several types of wildlife translocations — including conservation-driven efforts — were described in detail, there was little mention of mitigation-driven translocations. Meanwhile, the relative success of scientific conservation-driven translocations is being used to justify the use of mitigation-driven translocations globally.

Mitigation translocations often represent a misguided conservation strategy. In 1983, scientists warned that while translocating red-cockaded woodpeckers (Picoides borealis) from development sites in the southeastern US might be possible, it should not be considered as a simple or appropriate mitigation strategy (Jackson et al. 1983). Three decades later, the same concerns and considerations are still relevant, but are ignored by the majority of the conservation community and the involved regulatory agencies. Mitigation-driven translocations are, by our definition, supply driven, meaning that they are initiated in response to a supply of animals that must be removed from harm’s way. Conservation translocations are demand driven, being implemented to establish viable populations in suitable unoccupied or under-occupied habitat with the aim of conserving the species. By contrast, the majority of mitigation-driven translocations serve no conservation purpose, despite regulatory intent. The current “tit-for-tat” approach — requiring direct alleviation of impacts specifically linked to the animals and plants at the affected site — virtually ensures a piecemeal, ad hoc approach to species conservation. Other goals for species recovery may then go unaddressed and unfunded, and the project may be unjustifiable as a conservation tool even if the translocated individuals survive. Indeed, translocations may do more harm than good if release sites are not carefully chosen. If animals are released into areas already near their ecological carrying capacity, then the survival of released animals may come at the cost of higher mortality among members of the resident population, potentially exacerbated by social disruption or disease transmission (Aiello et al. 2014). If survival and establishment are low, as we suspect is the case for many species, then translocation will have negligible conservation value, despite a suitable release site having been selected.

We contend that there is a large gap between the regulatory intent of mitigation-driven translocations and their implementation: moving individual animals away from a development site without addressing the bigger conservation picture. Part of the problem is conceptual: how does one define and assign metrics to “success” in such projects (Miller et al. 2014)? Establishment of a viable population from the relocated founders is not usually the primary goal of mitigation-driven releases, although it is the implied regulatory or legislative intent (Panel 1). However, there have been many failures to meet even the less lofty aim of ensuring survival of animals in the short term. Regrettably, most current regulatory regimes aim to protect individuals but fail to conserve populations, and therefore do neither.

Endangered species conservation has long been under-funded; only US$176 million was allocated to endangered species in the USFWS’s 2012 budget (Corn 2012). More conservation dollars are not likely to be forthcoming, and it is imperative to use what little there is more wisely. Mitigation-driven translocations, funded by developers rather than taxpayers, should conform to best-practice standards for conservation science. It should be the responsibility of the developers, their consultants, and the regulatory agencies to demonstrate the effectiveness of translocation as a tool to achieve conservation outcomes that are consistent with the regulatory intent. This process should be transparent, with clear goals for each translocation and data made freely available for public scrutiny. If current regulations and practices do not uphold these standards, they should be revised. When translocation as a tool is ill-suited to offsetting the impacts of a planned development on a protected species, then the regulatory framework should be flexible enough to allow other, more strategic approaches, regardless of whether they entail the loss of some individuals. Under these circumstances, better use of development mitigation dollars can be realized if applied to achieve range-wide strategic conservation priorities for the affected species.
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